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Executve Summary 

This document (JD020) is a Response from Just Algorithms Acton Group (JAAG) to the Open 
Consultaton from the Competton and Markets Authority (CMA) on the Paper from the CMA's Data, 
Technology and Analytcs (DaTA) Unit: 

“Algorithms: How they can reduce competton and harm consumers” 

We consider the CMA Paper to be a signifcant step forward in tackling one of the biggest issues facing 
society. “Lifing the lid” is a very apt expression.  It raises many points that are central to JAAG concerns, 
or speak directly to them. 

JAAG works to counter the injustce and lack of consideraton of many modern computer-based systems 
in their real world use, and the malign impact they can have on human beings.  JAAG is a not-for-proft 
membership organisaton. 

The problems which JAAG is seeking to address will not be solved overnight and are likely to get worse 
before they get beter, as AI and algorithms proliferate unregulated and unaudited. 

Our document contains 33 observatons, suggestons and recommendatons in response to the eight 
questons posed by the CMA under the headings: Theories of harm; Investgatve techniques; and Role 
of regulators. We have also raised a smaller number of additonal points which we consider will bear on 
the Digital Markets Unit in the coming months and years. 

The CMA Paper raises many deep-seated issues and it is difcult to say which of them should receive 
priority for atenton.  However, there are three issues which need partcular atenton: 

(1) the dangers which “algorithms” pose to children and vulnerable adults over and above 
the general populaton. 

(2) the additonal issues which need to be addressed in systems which are partly 
executed by human agents. 

(3) the need for pro-actve regulaton. 

We welcome the CMA invitaton to interested partes to partcipate in the Algorithms Programme and 
we hope that JAAG will be able to make a useful contributon.  Experts from many disciplines will be 
needed to help tackle the problems that lie ahead of us. 
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1. Introducton 
This document (JD020) is a response from Just Algorithms Acton Group (JAAG) to the Open Consultaton 
from the Competton and Markets Authority (CMA) published on 19 January 2021 and ttled: 

“Algorithms, competton and consumer harm: call for informaton” 1 

The Consultaton is based on the CMA paper 

“Algorithms: How they can reduce competton and harm consumers2 

We refer to this paper throughout this Response as “the CMA Algorithms Paper”, sometmes 
abbreviated to “the CMA paper” where there is no risk of ambiguity. 

Publicaton of the CMA Paper was foreshadowed in December 2020 when the CMA published its Draf 
Plan for 2021/223 .  The Draf Plan included a proposal to: 

“publish a paper in relaton to how consumers are presented with choices online and the 
related behavioural science, and highlight gaps in our knowledge where we would like to see 
more research done” 

and to invite 

“academics or other organisatons who would be interested in collaboratng on our algorithms 
programme to contact us" 

In JAAG’s response to the CMA Plan Consultaton in late January4, we expressed the intenton to prepare 
this current document. 

JAAG works to counter the injustce and lack of consideraton of many modern computer-based systems 
in their real world use, and the malign impact they can have on human beings.  JAAG is a not-for-proft 
membership organisaton; the founding members have a Quaker background. 

The press release which accompanied the publicaton of the CMA Algorithms Paper is ttled 

“CMA lifs the lid on impact of algorithms”5 

“Lifing the lid” is a very apt expression.  JAAG is under no illusions about the scale of the problems we 
face and the difcultes we will all encounter in seeking long term solutons. Nobody knows what will 
come out of the box in the years ahead. 

We consider the CMA Paper to be a signifcant step forward in tackling one of the biggest issues facing 
society. It raises many points that are central to JAAG concerns, or speak directly to them. 

We are greatly encouraged that the CMA is giving such a high quality lead in this area.  The Digital 
Competton Expert Panel in March 20196, reported that a pro-competton policy would “help unlock 
the opportunites of the digital economy.”   The CMA led the Digital Markets Taskforce, which reported 
in April 2020.7  With the CMA Algorithms Paper now published and out for consultaton, the CMA seems 
well on its way to establishing its Digital Markets Unit (DMU) as part of its Digital Markets Strategy and 
moving forward on the twin fronts of promotng healthy competton and protectng consumers. 

And now we welcome the publicaton (10 March 2021) of the 2021/22 work plans of the Digital 
Regulaton Co-operaton Forum.8 

[1] htps://www.gov.uk/government/consultatons/algorithms-competton-and-consumer-harm-call-for-
informaton 

[2] htps://www.gov.uk/government/publicatons/algorithms-how-they-can-reduce-competton-and-harm-
consumers 

[3] htps://www.gov.uk/government/consultatons/cma-annual-plan-consultaton-202021 
[4] CMA Consultaton Annual Plan 21/22 — Just Algorithms Acton Group (JAAG) 
[5] htps://www.gov.uk/government/news/cma-lifs-the-lid-on-impact-of-algorithms 
[6] The “Furman Report”. htps://www.gov.uk/government/publicatons/unlocking-digital-competton-report-

of-the-digital-competton-expert-panel 
[7] Digital Markets Taskforce CMA Advice to HMG 
[8] htps://www.gov.uk/government/news/a-joined-up-approach-to-digital-regulaton 
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We partcularly welcome the CMA policy of invitng interested partes and organisatons to partcipate in 
the Algorithms Programme and we hope that JAAG will be able to make a useful contributon. 

We also recognise the complexity of the problems, and the multplicity of disciplines which need to be 
harnessed if we are to fnd straightorward, enduring solutons in a world where the speed of 
technological development, and an associated consolidaton of power amongst those best positoned to 
beneft, outstrips the capacity for society to cope and governments to regulate. 

The problems which JAAG is seeking to address will not be solved overnight and are likely to get worse 
before they get beter, as AI and algorithms proliferate unregulated and unaudited. 

Chapters 2 to 4 of this Response contain our comments and suggestons on the corresponding sectons 
of the CMA Algorithms Paper. In each chapter, we address the questons which the CMA set out in the 
Consultaton. 

Each observaton, suggeston or recommendaton is allocated a unique “JAAG” number for reference 
purposes, followed as appropriate by the corresponding secton/paragraph in the CMA Paper, followed 
by the Queston number from the Consultaton. Thus for example “[JAAG#xx re Sect.2.1, Q3]” would 
identfy JAAG point #xx, addressing Queston 3, with reference to Secton 2.1 of the CMA Paper. 

All occurrences of the text string “Sect.” in this Response refer to a secton of the CMA paper, and all 
occurrences of “§” refer to a paragraph of that paper. 

The CMA Paper raises many deep-seated issues and it is difcult to say which of them should receive 
priority for atenton.  However, there are two issues on which we feel the need to focus.  We present 
these in separate chapters. 

Chapter 5 discusses the need for pro-actve regulaton. 

Chapter 6 raises the issue of “In-the-loop” systems. We understand why CMA judges many kinds of 
such systems to be outside the scope of its concerns. We are certain, however, that CMA would not 
wish to exclude giving atenton to harmful systems in the digital market just because their efects are 
partally achieved by the actons of people. We maintain that the CMA should take a keen interest in 
such systems, even though this introduces many difcult but important issues not present on simple 
computer-only systems. 

Chapter 7 presents additonal points in response to Queston 8 of the Consultaton. 

Chapter 8 includes administratve informaton requested. 

Finally, we have included four annexes which support and supplement content of the main chapters.9 

[9] Annex A contains a discussion of the word “Algorithm”. which has become a catch-all buzzword appearing on 
news headlines and on the lips of politcians and commentators. 
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2. Theories of Harm 

2.1 Identfed harms 
Q1a. Are the potental harms set out in the review paper the right ones to focus on for our 
algorithms programme? 

JAAG agree that the potental harms set out in the review paper all need serious and urgent atenton. 

[JAAG#1 re Sect.2, Q1a] The “Theories of Harm” are categorised more or less explicitly in the 27 pages 
of Sect.2 of the CMA Paper.  JAAG believe that it would be helpful for the planning and management of 
future work to have a categorisaton of types of harm in a much more concise form. 

2.2 Other harms 
Q1b. Are there others that we have not covered that deserve atenton? 

[JAAG#2 re Sect.2, Q1b] JAAG note that the report makes several general references to "the 
vulnerable", but no explicit menton of children or other specifc categories of vulnerability.  We also 
note that the CMA in February 2019 published a report on Consumer vulnerability10 though that too only 
makes menton of children with disabilites and only one very general reference to learning disability. 
We also notce that the last report produced on Children’s online games goes back to 2015 by the OFT. 
We are concerned that users of algorithmic systems include a wide range of people with diferent 
vulnerabilites including children, the digitally illiterate, the learning disabled, and the disadvantaged. 
While such users may beneft from mitgaton of the harms that afect all users, we suggest that they 
may be at greater risk of harm and perhaps diferent harms.  One example is those that struggle with 
digital technology being exploited by default; there are signifcant sectons of society that fnd it hard to 
navigate the technological world and could be taken advantage of.  Examples afectng children include 
marketng techniques using algorithms having a negatve impact on them even if they are not the 
primary target, and the efect of prolonged exposure to online advertsements prompted by 
algorithms.11 We would draw atenton to the work of the European Commission on the impact of 
online marketng on children’s behaviour12 and in partcular the pertnent statement from it.13 We 
strongly recommend that CMA add as a high priority a specifc plan to address harms to children and 
vulnerable adults of all categories. 

[JAAG#3 re Sect.2, Q1b]  There is also a case for giving specifc atenton to the needs of the digitally 
illiterate and others similarly limited.  If we do not protect those that struggle with digital technology 
they will be exploited by default. There are signifcant sectons of society that fnd it hard to navigate the 
technological world and could be taken advantage of. 

[JAAG#4 re Sect.2, Q1b] The document appears not to include discussion of economic 
disenfranchisement of income due to demonetsaton, false claims or the sudden loss of access to 
platorms in their entrety. 

[JAAG#5 re Sect.2, Q1b] Nor is there discussion of the potentally coercive applicaton of algorithmic 
technologies in monitoring individuals during employment. 

[JAAG#6 re Sect.2, Q1b] The document naturally focusses on harms of algorithmic systems specifc to 
markets and consumers, and not, for example claimants to benefts agencies.  JAAG judge it would be 
helpful to have brief clarifcaton of the types of algorithmic harms included or excluded from scope. 
JAAG recommend that the CMA keep abreast of types of algorithmic harms found in the future when 

[10] htps://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/atachment_data/fle/ 
782542/CMA-Vulnerable_People_Accessible.pdf 

[11] This is of special concern to JAAG; see Children harmed by algorithms 
[12] htps://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/fles/online_marketng_to_children_factsheet_web_en__0.pdf 
[13] “The study is relevant in partcular because it confrms the need for a strong and harmonised protecton of 

children as consumers, and it brings new evidence that advances the understanding of children as potentally 
vulnerable consumers and of marketng practces that can be considered unfair from the perspectve of child 
consumers" 
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state and commercial actors replicate market-based algorithms in traditonal non-market spheres of 
society. Experience shows, for example, that when the public sector outsources to the private sector, 
the later hides behind the regulatory derogatons claimed by the public sector, for example, DWP and 
GDPR compliance derogaton. 

[JAAG#7 re Sect.2, Q1b] JAAG observe that the pressure to drive down costs in a compettve market 
can cause serious harm by lowering ethical standards.  By this we mean standards of social justce, 
ethics, privacy and other aspects of social good.  The mechanism by which this harm afects consumers 
is that a compettor incurring the cost of high ethical standards may thereby sufer price disadvantage 
and be driven out of business; conversely compettors reducing costs by ignoring ethical standards may 
efectvely monopolise the market through following lower ethical standards.  The actual and potental 
harms to consumers include higher prices, coercive choice architecture, or poor product or service 
experience.  This is likely to partcularly afect vulnerable members of society. We suggest that this is a 
potental harm deserving signifcant urgent atenton. More specifcally, leaving commercial actors to 
self-regulate when there is litle fnancial incentve to do so  – or no substantve costs in not doing so -
leads to a race to the botom. CMA could investgate further and address how algorithms operate 
within, and may accelerate, such a race to the botom. 

2.3 Descripton of harms 
Q2a. Do you agree with how we have described each harm? 

In general JAAG agree with the way in which the harms have been described.  In a few cases we have 
specifc comments on some partcular harms that we provide below. 

[JAAG#8, Q2a] JAAG see an opportunity to improve the focus of work by refning the overall 
categorisaton of harms in a more structured way. If such a categorisaton were published as a briefer 
document or web pages, it would ofer a point of reference for co-ordinaton of work with other bodies. 
A broader categorisaton of harms could be atempted, with more detail given to those that are 
regarded as being in partcular scope of CMA.  It would be necessary to regularly and rigorously assess 
whether any of the harms 'fell down the gaps' between the various regulatory bodies in case any were 
not being addressed properly by any of them. 

[JAAG#9 re Sect.2.2.2, Q2a] JAAG understands §2.71 as being the descripton or explanaton of the 
category heading "2.2.2 Manipulatng platorm algorithms and unintended exclusion".   While we agree 
with this heading, and agree with the potental harms within the category described in §2.72 to §2.75, 
we suggest that the descripton is insufciently clear.  We would be happy to contribute to a discussion 
of this clarifcaton but we are not able to propose specifc revisions at this point. 

[JAAG#10 re §2.91, Q2] JAAG note that §2.91 identfes potental harm from poor fltering by algorithmic 
systems lacking transparency.  We suggest that poor fltering could also arise from inappropriate 
content in training data of ML algorithmic systems, which may be even less visible than rule-based 
systems.  We therefore suggest that CMA emphasise the visibility, adequacy, and relevance of training 
data, as well as actual algorithms.  See further informaton in Secton 5. 

2.4 Other examples 
Q2b. Are there other examples that demonstrate them in additon to the examples we have 
included? 

[JAAG#11 re §2.89, Q2b]  JAAG note that §2.89 highlights the importance of regulators addressing lack 
of transparency. We see that a partcularly important example of this is ‘ethics washing’, whereby 
powerful companies try to pretend that they are adequately addressing accountability, ethics, privacy, 
etc. whilst actually trying to minimise behind the scenes what they need to do in this regard.14 For 
example, the number of ethical aspects considered within ethical frameworks supported by such 
companies can be by far the lowest in the frameworks available, rely on declaring general support for a 
few key values, rather than signing up for checking of a sufciently comprehensive  ethical approach and 

[14] htps://www.theguardian.com/commentsfree/2021/mar/13/google-questons-about-artfcial-intelligence-
ethics-doesnt-want-answers-gebru-mitchell-parrots-language 
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criteria, etc.: Hagendorf15 argues that some frameworks are intentonally not very comprehensive and 
serve as a smoke screen. 

2.5 Impact of harms 
Q3. How likely and impactul are the identfed harms now, and how might they evolve in the next 
few years? 

JAAG see that all the identfed harms have some current impact and all have potental to grow in the 
next few years unless constrained by frm regulatory acton. 

[JAAG#12 re Sect.2.1.1, Q3] Our experience in JAAG is that the personalised pricing harms identfed in 
Sect 2.1.1 are widespread among the most impactul now, and we expect them to be more of a problem 
in the next few years. Many of these harms seem increasingly unfair to citzens but also lead to the most 
vulnerable in society ending up with paying the highest premiums as they are less able to switch to a 
beter deal for essental services. 

[JAAG#13 Q3] JAAG see that the accumulaton of consumer data is giving companies an increasingly 
unfair advantage over consumers, and leading to more price exploitaton. We suggest that it is a high 
priority to start closing the gap in consumer knowledge of their own data harvestng by compelling 
companies and all operators in the UK market, wherever they are based, to be more transparent. Failing 
to do this could result in harming vulnerable consumers such as compulsive shoppers.16 

JAAG encourages systems that give individuals control of their data at all tmes. Amongst others, this 
view is also taken by Tim Berners-Lee, as described by him in relaton to his Solid project.17  This is the 
basis of the Solid project, which now has spawned a new startup called Inrupt. It all works on the basis 
of users controlling their data in online storage spaces called Personal Online Data Stores, or Pods. 
(“That’s in the cloud – or, if you’re really geeky, you have it at home, sitng in a physical box.”) An 
increasing range of newly built apps are being designed to work with this new model: instead of 
surrendering their data to be indiscriminately used by big platorms, Solid users will judiciously allow 
everything from social media sites to shopping services to access their personal informaton on a case-
by-case basis. 

2.6 Examples to investgate 
Q4. Are there specifc examples that we should investgate further to consider whether they are 
partcularly harmful and potentally breaching consumer or competton law? 

[JAAG#14 Q4] Examples of troublesome incidents that merit swif investgaton include: 

(a) YouTube: demonetsaton of content without any clear justfcaton why, or transparency as to 
what precise infracton occurred, with decisions apparently being made based upon banned 
keywords.18 

(b) YouTube: allowing bad faith copyright claimants to seize advertsing revenue.19 

(c) Amazon: permitng counterfeit products to be sold by third-party vendors, with no clear way 
for customers to alert Amazon as to bad faith sellers on their platorm, and only taking acton 
within a single jurisdicton, not across the platorm.20 

[15] Hagendorf, T., 2020. The Ethics of AI Ethics: An Evaluaton of Guidelines. In Minds and Machines, Vol. 30, 
No 1, pp. 99-120. 

[16] htps://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/sep/08/joseph-stglitz-on-artfcial-intelligence-were-going-
towards-a-more-divided-society 

[17] htps://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2021/mar/15/tm-berners-lee-we-need-social-networks-where-
bad-things-happen-less 

[18] htps://www.insider.com/youtubers-identfy-ttle-words-that-get-videos-demonetzed-experiment-2019-10 
[19] htps://www.ef.org/wp/unfltered-how-youtubes-content-id-discourages-fair-use-and-dictates-what-we-see-

online 
[20] htps://archive.is/hyLEy 
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(d) Amazon: using its insider knowledge of third party vendor profts and margins to create cloned 
own-brand products.21 

(e) Pontns, UK Constructon Sector: blacklistng of certain keywords or names from receiving 
customer service or employment.22 

(f) YouTube, Netlix: no longer providing service to older devices, despite them being perfectly 
capable of functoning, because the OS version is ‘too old’, thereby disadvantaging the poor and 
second hand trade as perfectly functonal devices are artfcially made unviable.23 

3. Techniques to investgate the harms 

3.1 Other techniques 
Q5. Are there any examples of techniques that we should be aware of or that we should consider 
beyond those that we’ve outlined? 

[JAAG#15 re §3.10, Q5] JAAG note the ex-ante (pre-deployment) techniques named in §3.10.  We are 
aware of others used to test and validate systems, to show the presence or absence of important 
biases.24 

[JAAG#16 re Sect.3.1 & Sect.3.2, Q5] JAAG note the distncton made by Sect.3.1 and Sect.3.2 between 
having or not having direct access to frms’ data and algorithms.  We consider that the productvity of 
investgatons may be very diferent between the two and recommend investgaton of this with a view 
to setng priorites between them. 

[JAAG#17 re §3.14, Q5] JAAG note the statement in §3.14, of the importance of understanding “the 
context for the development and deployment of the algorithm”, including as an example Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs). We see beneft for assessors of grasping the commercial intent that gives 
rise to the commissioning and design of a given system.  Therefore we suggest that pre-emptve powers 
are sought to explicitly include access to the full range of relevant documentaton of a development 
project (see more material on this in Secton 5, Proactve Regulaton). Where documentaton is weak or 
non-existent, an ethical audit could then be mandated as a standard part of any development process. 
We further suggest that these powers be backed up with a CMA guidance code, setng out the 
minimum acceptable scope and standards for system stewardship.  It is our experience that risk analysis 
of these systems will lead to the need for a hierarchy of levels of risk management and therefore, 
increasingly rigorous guidance. This guidance code should cross-refer to other relevant government 
policy, in real tme. 

[JAAG#18 re §3.13, Q5] JAAG note the discussion in §3.13 the diferent approaches of “dynamic 
analysis”, “statc analysis” and manual “code review”.  We recommend considering judicious 
combinaton of these.  For example, where "dynamic analysis" fnds questonable ethical decisions, 
"code review" could focus on this partcular aspect of that part of the system. This should fnd its place 
in a structured standard for these systems. See Secton 5.3 for further details. 

[21] htps://www.wsj.com/artcles/amazon-scooped-up-data-from-its-own-sellers-to-launch-competng-products-
11587650015 

[22] htps://news.sky.com/story/pontns-used-undesirable-guests-list-to-discriminate-against-gypsies-and-
travellers-12233656 

[23] htps://appletoolbox.com/what-to-do-if-netlix-is-not-compatble-with-your-ipad/ 
[24] In partcular these include: Breaking set; cause and efect fshbone analysis; Failure Mode and Efect 

Analysis; morphological forced connectons ; why – how chartng; and six thinking hats. 
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3.2 Other cases 
Q6. Are there other examples where competton or consumer agencies have interrogated 
algorithms that we have not included? 

[JAAG#19 re §3.19, Q6] JAAG note that §3.19 suggests that an algorithmic audit as outlined in Sect.3.2 
will be more efectve than one limited to Sect.3.1, but acknowledges that conductng such an audit 
depends on incentves (relevant legislaton, sof power) for companies to engage, in additon to efectve 
formal powers. JAAG recommends that, where appropriate, penaltes should be severe enough to oblige 
actve collaboraton and evidence provision. The regulator also needs to be sufciently resourced to 
ensure that the threat of detecton of non-compliance is too high for frms to take the risk.   We note the 
success of schemes such as the Environment Agency’s “Monitor Operatons Audit” (MOA), which is a 
judicious combinaton of carrot and stck – fewer inspectons if beter techniques and certfed 
equipment are used. 

4. The role of regulators in addressing these harms 

4.1 Envisaged role 

Q7. Is the role of regulators in addressing the harms we set out in the paper feasible, efectve and 
proportonate? 

JAAG note the discussion in Sect.4 of the CMA paper and the analysis of the role of regulaton under the 
headings Sect.4.1 to Sect.4.4.  We judge that the 4 categories of guidance and standards, existng harms, 
algorithmic monitoring, and capabilites and collaboraton are appropriate. However, there are both 
explicit and implicit aspects of what is discussed that we suggest should have further emphasis and 
atenton. 

[JAAG#20 re Sect.4, Q7] Many of the regulatory actvites imply much highly skilled staf tme in the 
DMU, for investgatng, auditng, analysing algorithms, and for checking data; in the light of which, §4.26 
mentons "specialised frms to provide algorithmic auditng services to prove certfcaton against these 
standards". We suggest that CMA seek strategies and policies for maximising the efectveness of such 
auditng and certfcaton by ensuring that the costs are supported by the businesses in the respectve 
markets.  At the same tme,  we consider that it will be important that the "buy-in" of the businesses is 
not compromised. 

We also suggest that the development of open-source technologies to afordably audit algorithmic 
processes should be encouraged, perhaps through compettons and bountes. 

Moreover, systems are not deployed in isolaton from the organisatons behind them. The ethical 
integrity of such organisatons must also be upheld if safety and assurance is to remain meaningful. This 
should be similarly veted and certfed where feasible. 

[JAAG#21 re §4.21, Q7] JAAG note that in §4.21(a) CMA suggests: "We may order frms to disclose 
informaton about their algorithmic systems to consumers".  We recommend that this be done in a way 
that consumers can understand – if a system is certfed then its “badge” will tell the consumer that the 
necessary disclosures have been made.  Please also see our related comment under Q8 below. 

4.2 Other approaches 

Q8. Are there other ideas or approaches that we should consider as part of our role? 

[JAAG#22 re Q8] We note that digital platorms are ofen heard to claim to be mere intermediaries and 
therefore not responsible for what people say on them.  We strongly believe that a platorm which (e.g.) 
allows pornographic or hate material to be disseminated must either take responsibility for the content, 
or be prepared to provide evidence-backed identtes of the originators of such content. We suggest 
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further that, even before such a principle is built into legislaton, CMA should seek to have it accepted in 
its regulaton of these platorms. 

[JAAG#23 re Sect.4, Q8] Web sites nowadays ask users to agree to and accept their “cookies policy”. 
Those policies are usually long, complicated, and difcult to understand, and they too ofen demand 
intrusive licence, potentally infringing the CMA Prohibiton in the 1988 Competton Act at 2(2)(e).  They 
are typically positoned as unwelcome distractons from what the user is trying to do. People rarely read 
the associated policies.  We consider it highly desirable that CMA 

(a) Seek to regulate the content and manner of presentaton of cookie policies 
(b) Promote the development of standard forms and styles of cookie policy to which users can give 

blanket assent. 

[JAAG#24 re Sect.2, Q8] Transparency is key: if we shine a light on practces then they are less likely to 
be unethical. The Uber example of charging more if the user’s batery was low would probably have 
created a backlash if customers were aware that that was happening and the company may not have 
implemented it if they thought that they would have to disclose this. With reference to the harms raised 
in Sect.2 about lack of transparency, of course transparency about what algorithms do can make a 
diference, and one way of addressing this is to make informaton available to the public. A great 
example is that the city of Amsterdam has started a register of artfcial intelligence systems and 
algorithms used by the city authorites that can be inspected by the public. This demonstrates their 
ethical and social justce credentals. One of these, for example, calculates the probability of an illegal 
holiday rental situaton, triggered by a report of possible fraud.25 Our suggeston is that we might have a 
natonal register like this for frms of certain size or sales volume. 

Related also to transparency, a non technical walk-through of how decisions are made should be 
published. There might be push back as companies might argue that the decision-making is proprietary. 
Therefore, independent audit could in some cases be a beter way to proceed, as the commercially 
sensitve elements which do not need to be shared publicly by the algorithm could be verifed against a 
set of standards. 

[JAAG#25 re Q8]  We believe that CMA should explicitly recognise that ultmately one or more human 
being(s) or other legal entities must take responsibility for harms caused and should be accountable for 
such responsibility.  CMA should take appropriate account of that fact in its examinaton and regulaton 
of digital markets. 

5. Proactve regulaton 
We make this simple point the subject of a separate chapter because we regard it as too important and 
too pervasive to risk being lost amongst much other detail. 

We know that CMA is aware of all this, as mentoned in CMA’s Executve Summary, but we believe it 
merits higher priority than it appears to be given. 

5.1 Proactve regulaton 

[JAAG#26 re Sect.2.1, Q8] Most of the harms and solutons identfed in Sect.2 are related to products 
and services which have been put on the market.  The solutons only apply afer the harms (including 
collateral damages) have occurred.  We hope that the CMA programme will also consider solutons 
before products and service are put on the market to avoid harming vulnerable consumers. 

Providing examples of harms in Sect.2 has been useful in demonstratng the current situaton, and we 
think it would be benefcial if the DMU were to adopt the ‘ex-ante’ (pre-deployment) regime as 
mentoned in CMA’s Executve Summary. In essence, we propose a proactve approach - that is, to 
consider solutons before products and services are put on the market in order to avoid harming 
vulnerable consumers. 

[25] htps://algoritmeregister.amsterdam.nl/en/ 
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One of the key problems of the digital era is that innovaton outpaces regulaton, with regulaton playing 
a ‘catch-up’ role. This also applies to digital markets, perhaps more so as changes happen quickly. What 
systems actually do, and what harmful efects they have, are very much more difcult to discern, even 
by those responsible for them, let alone any outside agency. Taking into account the instantaneous 
global reach of such systems, the harms they cause are likely to be more severe, and more pervasive. 
Addressing the problems one at a tme, even if undertaken with haste, will not stop them happening 
tme and again. 

We note CMA reference to guidelines and standards (Sect.4.12) and recognise the benefts using these 
can bring, but it could also be the case that a ‘pre-assessment’ of a company preparing for a digital 
market could pre-empt potental difcultes (such as applicatons for planning permission before 
building a house). 

5.2 Why proactve regulaton 

In 1942, Joseph Schumpeter formalised his “creatve destructon” theory. 26 He explained how 
innovaton is causing destructon of old practces while creatng new ones. We are witnessing this theory 
in acton when digital frms enter a market, creatng new sets of rules for existng players in the 
marketplace to adapt or disappear. 

What perhaps Schumpeter did not antcipate is the velocity of change brought by the digital companies, 
which is not giving tme for consumers and other actors of the market to make sense of the potental 
harm they are facing. 

Uber and Airbnb are rightully considered disrupters of their markets as they change them so radically, 
ofen leaving consumers, compettors and regulators out of their depth. 

This rapid change does not leave tme for legislators to identfy harm and respond accordingly, thus 
leaving them far behind very rapidly growing technological companies. This should be identfed as a 
potental risk for fair competton and democracy more generally when we are unable to sensibly 
antcipate and respond to the nature and force of social disrupton. 

One example of law catching up with the digital companies was observed recently when, afer years of 
injustce, the UK supreme court gave workers’ rights to Uber drivers.27 

However it seems that digital companies do not realise themselves the full impact of their reach. When 
Uber and Lyf are asked whether or not their ‘dynamic pricing’ algorithms create racial discriminaton28 , 
they respond by saying that they welcome outside help in fguring out the potental dangers. We are 
asking here if the risk assessment not only of the algorithms but also the entre sofware life-cycle and 
tools should be part of pre-launch analysis and eventual certfcaton of products. 

We consider that it should be the duty of the CMA to search for proactve measures to help companies 
and consumers avoid dangerous practces (and algorithms) and thus protect vulnerable consumers. 

An aspect of pro-actve regulaton is that regulatory standards should keep abreast of technological 
developments, and as markets evolve.  In order that regulatory standards can be kept up to date, it 
should be possible to add new sector standards based on insight from experience.  This approach has 
been shown to work in the environmental domain.  What we seek to avoid is the sclerotc approach of 
setng internatonal standards which can take years.  Flexibility and responsiveness to the market are 
necessary qualites. 

[26] htps://www.researchgate.net/publicaton/ 
225606585_Schumpeter_and_new_technology_based_frms_Towards_a_framework_for_how_NTBFs_cause 
_creatve_destructon 

[27] htps://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/feb/19/uber-drivers-workers-uk-supreme-court-rules-rights 
[28] htps://venturebeat.com/2020/06/12/researchers-fnd-racial-discriminaton-in-dynamic-pricing-algorithms-

used-by-uber-lyf-and-others/ 
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5.3 Standards 

[JAAG#27 re Sect.4, Q8] A code of conduct will help those companies that want to be more ethical and 
open but do not know the best way to do it. To deal with bad actors, powers to initate investgatons 
against the code, by third partes and the CMA, should give some protecton. JAAG would welcome a 
standards-based approach to the regulaton of digital markets. 

Harms can arise from a wide variety of sources.  Here, for example, we classify them into layers.  Each 
layer would be part of a standard against which the system, its developers, and suppliers would be 
audited and certfed. 

Layer Threat Countermeasure 

1 1.1  Sofware defects, malware, Sofware life cycle standard certfed via independent 
confguraton control failures (use audit protocol applied throughout its lifetme. 
of wrong versions), etc. The standard would require diferent levels of rigour as a 

functon of the levels of safety and security required. 

1.2  Lack of competence in staf: Each entty will maintain a competence register that will 

All those involved in the 
concepton, development, and 
maintenance of the system 
throughout its life cycle need to be 
be of the required competence. 

be one of the items of evidence that will be contnually 
audited by the certfying body. All staf involved in the 
project shall be identfed in the system compliance plan 
(SCP), a living document, analogous to a safety plan, 
which identfes al the resources, measures, techniques, 
and staf required to develop and maintain the system so 
that it always complies with the standards. 

2 Loss of database integrity, Certfed data integrity standard, including audit trails 
tampering, etc. and/or live audit bots. 

3 Defectve model ethics Ethical analysis and audit against an ethical framework 
and sector specifc ethical standards 

4 Defectve model training Model Validaton and Verifcaton –including independent 
testng with a scenario generator which can be 
reconfgured to match changes in usage profles during 
the life of the system 

5 Inadequate understanding and Certfed sector standard which defnes the harms that are 
framing of the requirements of the to be prevented and avoided. There would be several 
applicaton’s stakeholders sector standards – 5.1, 5.2, etc. according to the range of 

applicatons being developed. 

An audit against such a standard would make use of evidence supplied by the developers who would 
thereby build a compliance case – a structured argument that shows that the system complies with the 
standard.  Accompanying this compliance case would be an assurance case that demonstrates that the 
evidence is sufcient and sound. These two documents would provide evidence and references that 
support the issue of a certfcate by the certfying body. 

At the present tme, certfying bodies are regulated in a lax way. It is our experience that this has led to 
negligent and even fraudulent safety certfcates being issued. In the light of the fndings of the Grenfell 
inquiry, and our own experience in discovering and exposing falsely certfed safety equipment, it is 
necessary to have much stricter regulaton of certfying bodies. To this end we recommend that any 
standards developed for these systems should be certfed only by certfying bodies who themselves are 
certfed by UKAS (The UK Accreditaton Service) as being competent and ft persons to conduct audits 
against the proposed standard. 
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6. In the loop 
[JAAG#28 re §2.37, Q2a] CMA stpulates in §2.37 that a specifc “in-the-loop decision making paradigm 
is not in scope for further consideraton here”. We interpret that to clearly exclude decision-making 
systems that are essentally people-driven, however much assisted by use of computers. We do not 
believe that CMA would wish to exclude from consideraton computer-driven systems within which 
some actons are performed by humans.  We consider that, if our interpretaton is correct, the CMA 
could usefully make the distncton clearer. 29 

In Sect.1.1 CMA states that “we use a broad interpretaton of the term ‘algorithmic system’, as a 
convenient shorthand to refer more widely to automated systems, a larger intersecton of the 
algorithm, data, models, processes, objectves, and how people interact and use these systems”. In 
compliance with this, JAAG uses the word “algorithm” to mean the overall set of rules and methods by 
which any system has its efects. As such it encompasses both those components executed by 
computers and those performed by people. 

With its functon of both market regulaton and consumer protecton, CMA’s DMU would naturally be 
concerned with all automated systems which have potentally harmful efects on individuals (“users” or 
“customers”) or on society as a whole.  And that applies whether or not humans perform some of the 
actons within those systems. 

It could be argued that it should be of litle concern by what agency an algorithm achieves its efects. 
However, it seems clear that having humans in-the-loop, including moderators, will in fact deeply afect 
numerous signifcant factors relatng to the investgaton and regulaton of digital markets.  It afects, for 
example 

• what a system actually does or can do, which is diferently limited or enabled 
• how quickly it does it  (people’s actons are at best people-paced, whereas computers work at 

what used to be claimed as “the speed of light”.  This can make a very big diference to users) 
• how reliably it does it (computers follow given rules consistently; people overlook things, do 

diferent things on diferent days, and employ unstated -and ofen unconscious- prejudices) 
• responsibility and accountability (of those tasked to interpret and follow the rules, those who 

make the rules and monitor adherence to them, those responsible for ensuring that staf are 
competent: appropriately qualifed, instructed, motvated and supervised) 

[JAAG#29 re Q5] We note that, if a system is to be investgated, the questons which need to be asked 
about the role of people in its operaton are quite diferent from questons about the computer 
sofware.  This does not seem to be recognised in the CMA document.  We suggest that there is a whole 
new range of requirements which CMA needs to address. See Annex D for an illustratve starter for an 
audit checklist which JAAG proposes to develop further for its own purposes. 

[JAAG#30 re Q8] It seems likely that, if CMA is to seek to regulate systems in whose operaton humans 
play a signifcant part, it will need additonal powers to obtain pertnent informaton about those 
people. 

[29] We note that the CMA cites work by Green and Chen, who appear to have originated the term “in-the-loop” 
in this context, but the phrase itself has been around for much longer. We have provided a sourced defniton 
in our Glossary (Annex C). Green and Chen themselves have emphasised that “A key aspect of future work 
will be to study algorithm- in-the-loop decision making in real-world rather than experimental contexts. 
Mechanical Turk experiments are no substtute for in situ evaluatons” 
(htps://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:Oid8SWTE5soJ:htps://aaai.org/ojs/index.php/ 
AAAI/artcle/view/7115/6969+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk&client=safari). 
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7. Additonal points 
This chapter presents very briefy some additonal points which we consider will bear on the Digital 
Markets Unit in the coming months and years. As such we regard them as responses to Queston 8. 

Q8. Are there other ideas or approaches that we should consider as part of our role? 

7.1 The role of experts 
The CMA has rightly recognised the complexity of the problems created by the rapid introducton of AI 
and algorithm-based systems, and its eforts to build alliances with interested partes are very welcome. 
There is great emphasis on the need to involve “Experts” and rightly so.   However, in tackling the 
problems, we need experts across a wide range of disciplines, not just the technology:  Ethics, Law, 
Psychology, Economics, Business Management to name but a few.  And we also need to engage with the 
general populaton through teaching, involvement, and beter and more truthful communicaton.30 

A problem which commonly arises through neglect of this point is that quite senior and experienced 
managers in both the public and private sector have a tendency to be in awe of technical experts, 
especially those who can speak confdently and fuently, but use jargon as a smoke screen for the fact 
that there are aspects of both the technology, and the environment in which it is being used, which even 
they don’t understand.   JAAG intends to be at the front of eforts for problems and proposed solutons 
to be described in plain English, but we recognise that much jargon is needed for when technical experts 
are talking to each other. 

Our “responsible owners”, leaders and managers cannot abdicate to technicians their responsibility for 
the efects on the decisions taken by systems which use AI and algorithms. 

7.2 Choice architecture 
[JAAG#31] Nudge Techniques were widely acclaimed when Thaler and Sunstein’s book was frst 
published in 2008.31  It was seen to have many advantages for the implementaton of public policy, 
whereby people could be nudged into preferred behaviour while having the opton and freedom to 
choose otherwise. But like other techniques for infuencing people, it can be used for harm as well as 
for good. The ideas themselves have been around for much longer, for example the strategic placing of 
consumer goods in supermarkets.   But in the online world, the techniques are now being adopted in 
such abundance that it is arguably ofen harmful to consumers, contrary to Fair Trading, and ant-
compettve.  Even consumers with the knowledge and understanding of the technology will go for a 
quick and easy opton if the alternatve is to fnd themselves clicking down rabbit-holes of web pages. 
Examples include the acceptance of Privacy and Cookie policies, and terms and conditons. 

7.3 A perfect storm 
[JAAG#32] In our response to the CMA’s Consultaton on its Annual Plan, we supported the planned 
focus on the economic efects of Brexit and Covid, but we also welcomed the fact that harms from 
algorithms are receiving atenton.  The combinaton of these three is creatng a perfect storm.  A 
challenge (and opportunity) for the CMA is to emphasise the need for internatonal acton on many of 
the issues raised. It will mean close collaboraton with the CMA’s counterparts in both Europe and the 
US.  Perhaps an unintended consequence of Brexit could be that the CMA might play a pivotal role in 
bringing about beter co-operaton among countries in the Atlantc Alliance, and perhaps the rest of the 
globe. 

[30] The Taiwanese governments success in using Polis (htps://pol.is/home ) over the last 7 years in consultng 
with its populaton in policy formaton shows what is possible. 

[31] Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth, and Happiness, writen by University of Chicago economist 
Richard H. Thaler and Harvard Law School Professor Cass R. Sunstein, 2008. 
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7.4 Search engines 

[JAAG#33] Much Web searching was done before Google existed.  But Google was built on, and was 
the frst to exploit, the (retrospectvely obvious) insight that Web searches would be very much faster if 
based on pre-compiled indexes, and that there were a variety of ways a great deal of money could be 
made by ofering such a service free of charge.  These include 

(a) appending paid-for advertsements to search results (arguably no more harmful than having 
commercial television) 

(b) taking payments to have nominated products and suppliers at the top of lists of hits (a dubious 
practce which could be deemed to unfairly and dishonestly distort the results of searches), and 

(c) selling to prospectve suppliers details of enquirers who look like prospectve customers (an 
ofensive and intrusive practce which arguably merits closer regulaton as a minimum). 
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8. Contact and future collaboraton 
In providing responses, please say whether you are an individual or a business, or if you represent 
consumer or business interests. 

We are Just Algorithms Acton Group, usually abbreviated to JAAG.  JAAG is a not-for-proft membership 
organisaton, founded in 2019 by members from a Quaker background and arising from a concern about 
algorithmic, artfcial intelligence (AI), automated decision making (ADM) systems and their real world 
use. 

To date, JAAG has received no commercial sponsorship. Our work has been resourced mainly through 
voluntary efort from our members.  Funding has come from members’ subscriptons and donatons, 
and a number of small grants from trust funds.  We have projects planned for which we expect to make 
grant applicatons. 

As such we do not represent any specifc consumer or business interests, and seek only to promote the 
fair and just operaton of computer-based systems and the avoidance or mitgaton of the deep harms 
they can sometmes cause to individuals and to society as a whole. 

JAAG does not seek a mass membership like some popular acton groups, but a skilled and informed 
membership who can comment on, and help towards achieving, longer term goals. Having said that, we 
have members who simply support our aims without wishing to get involved personally. We welcome 
membership applicatons from anyone who shares our aims and values. 

Further details are provided in Annex B and on our website at jaag.org.uk 

Please provide your name and email address and indicate whether you would be happy for us to 
follow-up with you. 

Our follow-up contact is John White, email john.white@jaag.info. 

We shall be happy for you to follow up this Response and to discuss further the thoughts it ofers. 

We do not consider any of the content of this Response to be confdental and we do not seek to retain 
intellectual property rights over any of it.  All of the contributors have worked in a voluntary capacity. 
We are content for it to be copied at will without atributon, even for potental commercial gain. 

We also invite academics or other organisatons who would be interested in collaboratng on our 
algorithms programme to contact us 

We are very interested in collaboratng with the CMA in its Algorithms Programme.  Twelve of our 
members contributed to the producton of this Response.  Many of the thoughts and suggestons we 
received have not been included in this document, but are stored in the Cloud awaitng further research 
and analysis to be carried out. 
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Annex A. What is an algorithm? 
“Algorithm” has become a catch-all buzzword appearing on news headlines and on the lips of politcians 
and commentators. At JAAG we have come to terms with the fact that the word is used with diferent 
meanings in diferent contexts, sometmes making no sense at all. It is a convenient word for blurring 
responsibility and for shifing blame and accountability for bad things. Which is why we atempt to 
provide further clarifcaton about the term in this annex. 

The word “algorithm” used to be a mathematcal term for a method of performing a calculaton, as 
distnct from a specifc, detailed procedure or mechanism which embodies or implements that 
algorithm. For example, the venerable “sieve of Eratosthenes” is an algorithm for producing a list of 
prime numbers.  That algorithm may be followed on paper or embodied, in a variety of ways, in 
computer programs in a variety of diferent languages. 

In computng the term, where it was used, came to mean the method adopted to satsfy a specifed 
requirement as distnct from and prior to the implementaton of sofware, for a given machine in a given 
language, which operated in accordance with that method.32 

The word is now used much more widely, but has not setled on a clear, universally accepted defniton. 

JAAG takes the view that an algorithm is an algorithm even if it is partly implemented by people.  JAAG 
thus uses the word to mean the overall set of rules and methods by which any system has its efects.  As 
such it encompasses both those components executed by computers and those performed by people: it 
is the result that counts, not who does it. 

At JAAG, our concern is primarily where harm is done to individuals due to the malign efects of 
computer based systems.  And modern sofware (using AI, ML, etc.), whose algorithms are ofen covert, 
sometmes unknown even by those responsible for them, and whose malign efects are ofen 
commercially or politcally motvated but also ofen carelessly unintended, greatly increases the 
potental for harm, whether or not there is human interventon. 

CMA ofers essentally the same outlook as JAAG: 

§1.1 Algorithms are sequences of instructons to perform a computaton or solve a problem. We 
use the term ‘algorithm’ to include simpler sets of rules as well as more advanced machine learning 
or artfcial intelligence (AI) code. In this paper, we use a broad interpretaton of the term 
‘algorithmic system’, as a convenient shorthand to refer more widely to automated systems, a 
larger intersecton of the algorithm, data, models, processes, objectves, and how people interact 
and use these systems. 

However CMA seems in practce to give even less atenton to the people components of systems than 
does JAAG. 

Moreover, being concerned explicitly with fair competton between suppliers and protecton of 
consumers, CMA has to give atenton to systems which deliver commercial services.  Within that, the 
perceived need, with which JAAG deeply sympathises, is apparently to concentrate primarily on those 
aspects of the computer components of such systems which go beyond the simple delivery of the 
service and seek by various means to limit competton and to disadvantage consumers. And it is that 
kind of algorithm which the CMA Algorithms paper and this response address. 

There is a growing public awareness of the undesirable efects of what is in efect a class of voluntarily 
introduced malware. 

[32] Note, however, that such an algorithm is not in fact always needed. Sometmes there is so close a 
correspondence between what a computer is required to do and the sofware which does it that the need for 
an intermediate stage is at best theoretcal. 
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Annex B. Just Algorithms Acton Group (JAAG) 
Just Algorithms Acton Group (JAAG) is a not-for-proft membership organisaton, founded by members 
from a Quaker background and arising from a concern about algorithmic, artfcial intelligence (AI), 
automated decision making (ADM) systems and their real world use. We are interested in the impact 
these systems have on human beings.  For example, are they safe/unsafe or benefcial/harmful? 

JAAG was established in 2019 in response to concerns about the adverse impact of welfare system 
reforms on the most vulnerable in society. The founding members are professionals with a blend of 
experience in the investgaton of injustces, management and decision-making, mission- and safety-
critcal sofware, sofware standards and auditng. The root concern arose from contact with homeless 
people and the role of the Universal Credit system (UC) in their misfortune. 

Social welfare is just one example of where algorithmic decision making systems are used. We see our 
work going into other areas such as criminal justce. 

Our principles and working methods are rooted in Quaker values, but we are atractng and recruitng 
members from all faiths and none, computer scientsts, project managers, lawyers, teachers, engineers, 
ethicists, public servants and members of the caring professions: anyone who is concerned with the risks 
that the world is stumbling towards dystopia, without due regard to basic human dignites and rights. 

JAAG draws on professional experience from the following areas: 
• Decision-making, decision-taking and decision stewardship; governance, corporate design, 

management culture and practce, leadership development 
• Many years’ developing, consultng on, and auditng informaton technology (IT)-based systems 
• Creaton of mult-layered threat-based technical standards for mission-critcal sofware systems; 

development, integraton and use of mission-critcal systems 
• Auditng and certfcaton of mission- and safety-critcal systems and their lifecycles 
• Development of advanced user-centred computer systems, with focus on human computer 

interface issues and IT users’ needs for standards 
• Many years commercial experience applying AI approaches including genetc algorithms, 

Bayesian nets, fuzzy and neuro fuzzy logic 

We are establishing links with other bodies actve in this area: professional insttutes, academic 
departments, legal frms, government and non-government organisatons, regulators and media groups. 

Our principal objectve is to bring together and build an infuental group, to promote practcal solutons 
to the complex problems we face. 
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Annex C. Glossary 
Some of the terms and abbreviatons used in this document 

“Sect.” refers to a secton id of the CMA Paper, “§” refers to a paragraph id. 

A/B testng A technique whereby two versions of a system are operated simultaneously, typically 
to assess the efect of envisaged changes.  (See CMA §2.60) 

ADM Automated Decision Making 

AI Artfcial Intelligence, a term used in computng to mean machine intelligence, or the 
development of computers to carry out tasks which would indicate intelligence in 
humans 

algorithm Originally a technical term in computaton.  Now more widely used and less precisely 
defned. In this document, deemed to encompass any system of procedures and rules 
followed by people as well as computers for a given purpose. (See also Annex A and 
CMA §1.1) 

API §3.8 note 139: “An applicaton programming interface (API) is a computng interface 
that allows data to easily be sent back and forth between systems (including inputs 
and outputs to an algorithmic system).” 

Choice 
Architecture 

A method to retain consumer sovereignty (the right to choose) but nudging consumers 
to make certain choices 

CMA The Competton and Markets Authority, an agency of HMG whose mission is “to make 
markets work well for consumers, business, and the economy” (§1.7). 

cookie An HTTP cookie is a small packet of informaton stored by a Web browser on behalf of 
a website to facilitate future interacton, typically with pertnent details of the user. 

crawling §3.7: “Crawling and scraping are methods that allow data to be extracted from 
websites.” 

DaTA The Data, Technology and Analytcs Unit of the CMA 

DMU Digital Markets Unit, a (proposed) secton within the CMA whose functon is “to 
implement a pro-compettve regime for digital markets” (§1.8). 

EHRC Equalites and Human Rights Commission 

ESG Environment, Social and Governance (measures) 

HMG Her Majesty's government, the government of the UK 

ICO Informaton Commissioner's ofce, a UK NGO responsible for upholding informaton 
rights. 

in the loop Ben Green, Yiling Chen, Harvard University: “The algorithm-in-the- loop framework 
centers human decision making, providing a more precise lens for studying the social 
impacts of algorithmic decision making aids.”33 (But see Chap.5) 

JAAG Just Algorithms Acton Group 

ML Machine Learning, a subset of AI and the process whereby a computer system uses 
algorithms that improve automatcally through experience. 

NGO Non-governmental organisaton 

[33] Green, B. and Chen, Y. (2019). “The Principles and Limits of Algorithm-in-the-Loop Decision Making”. In Proc. 
Hum. Comp. Interacton, 3, CSCW, Artcle 50. 
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Ofcom Ofce of Communicatons, a UK NGO responsible for regulaton of communicatons. 

predaton §2.77, note 98: “Predaton refers to situatons where an incumbent frm with a 
dominant positon sets prices very aggressively with the aim of excluding a rival from 
the market. If successful, the predator will be able to recoup its losses by raising prices 
and earning higher profts because the prey is longer in the market. Predaton is 
controversial because it is difcult to distnguish low prices due to tough but fair 
competton from low prices that are part of an exclusionary strategy by a dominant 
incumbent.” 

sandbox §4.25, note 181: “A regulatory sandbox is a programme run over a set number of 
months, in which frms can test their products with real customers in a controlled 
environment under the regulator’s supervision and feedback, whilst not being subject 
to the usual rules that apply to regulated frms. A key aim is to assess the viability of 
innovatons in terms of their compliance with regulatory requirements.” 

scraping See crawling 

STEM STEM is a common abbreviaton for four closely connected areas of study: science, 
technology, engineering and mathematcs 
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Annex D: “In the loop” – an inital exploraton of consideratons 
This is not proposed as a defnitve audit checklist.  It is just an illustratve starter which JAAG proposes to 
develop further for its own purposes 

1. What is done? 
(a) Humans are in the loop watching every decision, all the tme eg TikTok child porn moderators 
(b) Human is in the loop watching some decisions, some of the tme 
(c) Human is in the loop sampling decisions made, in real tme 
(d) Human is in the loop sampling decisions made, in arrears 
(e) Human comes into the loop if there is an appeal, eg UC 
(f) Other 1 
(g) Other 2 

2. What authority does the human in the loop have? 
(a) Reverse one decision 
(b) Reverse many /all decisions 
(c) Change or fx system decision-making protocol 
(d) Change or fx system code or algorithm 
(e) Provide compensaton 
(f) Recommend compensaton 
(g) Escalate a concern to authorites with adequate power to remedy the situaton 

3. What certfcaton or training does the human have? 
(a) Is their training up to date 
(b) Are they trained to work on this system eg bias alertness 
(c) Is there adequate supervision in place? 

4. Fairly traded? (Corporate responsibility) 
(a) Are there verifable safeguards to validate the suitability of the human customer in this loop?  

e.g. under-age children playing online games 
(b) Choice architecture: are nudges being used to rush or coerce customer choices in the decision-

making process 

5. Best practce? 
(a) Does choice architecture uphold the spirit of equality law? 
(b) Has the precautonary principle been adequately used in system design 
(c) . . . 
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